
Image Resizing Information 

Entries for Brechin Photographic Society competitions should be submitted to 
bpscomps@gmail.com before midnight on the stated date for the specific 
competition. Dates for submissions and judging are available on the website, on 
the leaflet emailed to all members and in the magazine. 

Details on entry rules and advice can be accessed on the website https://
www.brechinphotographicsociety.com under Useful Info. 

Each entry should be a maximum of 1600 pixels wide and 1200 pixels high. 

Each entry must be given a title and the author’s name. The file will be renamed to 
make it anonymous for the judge but it needs to be correctly saved and filed by 
the competition secretary. 

If you have any problems with this please get in touch with me. 

Anne May, Competition Secretary 
Email - bpscomps@gmail.com 
Mobile - 07710636885 

There are many ways to resize images. Lightroom, Photoshop and other editing 
software have ways of resizing. 

This was done in Lightroom on an Apple computer but looks very much the same 
on a Windows machine. 
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This was done in Photoshop on an Apple computer but looks very much the same 
on a Windows machine. Image Size is in the menu called Image. 

Apple users -  

• Preview 

Double click a jpeg image to open in Preview. 
Click on the last icon to the right (Show Markup Toolbar), just before Search. 

Then click the 9th icon from the left (Adjust Size) 

A window called Image Dimensions comes up. 



 

For a landscape image Width is 1600 (Height will automatically change). 
For a portrait image Height is 1200 (Width will automatically change). 
Click OK. 
Click File and go to Export. 
Go to the folder where you want to save the image or create a new folder. 
Export As: name your file. 
Format: JPEG 
Save 

Photos 
 
File, then Export - Export 1 Photo 


